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ABSTRACT 

 

The aim of this study is to understand perceptions of Irish tourist with respect to tourist destinations 

that have faced a terrorist attack in recent years. This study focuses on Paris where terrorism 

incidents occurred and aims to understand how these attacks affect tourists‟ perception in Ireland. 

There is a need to conduct studies in relation to impact of terrorism on tourism as tourism is 

considered to be one of the important sources of economic activities and income for individuals and 

economies in modern world. Although there is significant amount of literature focusing on impact of 

terrorism, however, majority of the studies lack a perspect ive from tourists. Although it is important to 

study economic impacts of terrorism using economic indicators, yet it is also important to understand 

how individual tourists are affected by such incidents. This study conducted a focus group consisting 

of six participants. Data collection method was a questionnaire that contained closed ended and open 

ended questions. The results of the study indicate that terrorism has a significant impact on tourists‟ 

choice of destination. Within the context of Paris, terrorist attacks in Brussels have affected Paris‟ 

brand as a tourism destination. This study also found that media coverage, particularly negative 

media coverage also have significant impact on tourists decision making process. Within the context 

of Paris this study found that perception of risk increases due to terrorist‟s attacks however, general 

perception of risk is typically higher than actual risks. Tourists develop a positive opinion about 

terrorist affected area and majority of the tourist feel safe in Paris despite terrorist attacks. This study 

recommends that marketing and branding campaigns are critical for Paris to recover its position as a 

safe and attractive tourist destination in the world.  
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Introduction 

Background of Research 

In the context of tourism in Europe, the industry accounts for 10% of the total economic activity in 

European Union (Danzell, Yeh and Pfannenstiel, 2016). Britain, Germany and France are the 3 

largest economies in Europe while France boasts to be the most travelled country with about 84 

million tourists visiting every year (Alderman, 2016). For the continent that relies tremendously on 

foreign tourists, the notion of destination image becomes very important. This has been the reason 

that Europe is on high profile in the international media, the very fact that tends to hit hard when 

negative publicity daunts the region (Ben, 2008). Terrorism, one of the long endured political and 

economic issues in Europe which has compelled the Governments in European Union to constantly 

look into political and military reforms, has been jeopardizing tourism, the most lucrative industry in 

the region.  

On March 22, 2015 the bombings inside Brussels airport shocked the world. According to Alderman 

(2016) and Skift (2016) there were 2 facts exclusive to this attack in context of Brussels. First was the 

identity of this airport as one of the busiest airports in Europe with c lose to 23 million passengers 

flying in and out of it every year. The second was the advanced security mechanisms employed at 

Brussels Airport that were considered state-of-the-art and highly advanced in terms of tackling any 

security related threat efficiently (Brussels Attack | Skift, 2016). So when the assault on Brussels 

Airport was known to the rest of the world, there was not only the sense of shock and fear, but also 

the crude uncertainty on safety about all those places in the  world that are considered safe (CNN 

Library, 2016). 

 

Source: (Brussels Attack | Skift, 2016) 

Dan Peltier (2016) in his analysis of the event presented his findings in the form of 4 charts that 

revealed the damage done to European tourism industry as the consequence of this particular attack 

in Brussels (Brussels Attack | Skift, 2016). The summary of the findings suggested that the impact on 
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tourism related bookings was felt almost immediate and the reaction of tourists that exhibited the 

negative impact belonged to regions all over the world. The mostcancellation in the hotel bookings 

was initiated by group travellers, followed by families with children and the business travellers. More 

than half the cancellations belonged to European travellers, of which Italy and Spain were t he two 

countries being most passive than the rest of European nations (Brussels Attack | Skift, 2016). The 

statistics help in linking the reaction of the travellers from various nations to a region of terrorist event 

as far as tourism plans are concerned. It is evident that the damage on the tourism industry as a 

whole is tremendous whenever an event of terrorist assault occurs in the place. The regions of 

international fame which are usually the choicest spots for international travellers during holidays 

suffer this impact the worst due to negative media publicity combined with the actual damage that the 

terrorism causes in the region (Terrorism impact on the travel industry in Europe | Statista, 2016).  

Liz Alderman (2016) in her article published in „The New York Times‟ titled „Terrorism Scares Away 

the Tourists Europe was Counting On‟ excellently presented the facts that reveal the magnitude of 

economic downturn the tourism industry has faced in the continent. The November 30 attacks on 

Paris resulting in economic decline for up to 70 percent in the following monthsrepresented the state 

of shock that the European businesses associated with the industry had (Alderman, 2016). The 

bombings in Brussels and Nice forced the hotel and travel bookings to fall from to the double digits; 

immediately following this were the reports of deadly outburst in Germany and terrorism outbreak in 

France, all in the same year one after the other. Alderman (2016) in her article described this as the 

major structural change owing to phenomenon of war that was bound to transform the manner in 

which industries operated in Europe till date. The author (Alderman, 2016) also associated this with 

the huge political instability that lingered on to continue under multiple uncertainties. Is lamic State 

killings accountable for terrorism across European Union is stronger than ever (Terrorism impact on 

the travel industry in Europe | Statista, 2016). Brussels attack tends to show the knowledge and 

access that the militants possess in the current times, the supremacy of which has been intimidating 

to the governances all over the world (Brussels Attack | Skift, 2016). Needless to state that the 

terrorism activists have gradually gathered enough power and access to the intricacies of current 

security mechanisms which has been haunting the tourism industry in Europe menacingly.  

This study focuses on understanding the impact that terrorism has created on Northern Irish tourists. 

For focussed research, the study considers the perspective of Irish tourists in particular. Backed by 

the fact that tourists from Northern Ireland have recently exhibited a switch in their choice of travel 

destination, the researchseeks to judge the extent to which their decisions are inspired by terrorist 

events in the region. There are 2 kinds of statistics which will assist this research: (i) outbound travel 

statistics from Northern Ireland derived CSO and (ii) data relating terrorist events following the time 

series approach, mainly confined to Europe.  

The purpose of this study is therefore to understand the economic impact the terrorism has on the 

Northern Irish tourists. The study seeks to understand their risk perceptions and also analyzes the 

political and economic stability when comparing the destination choices of NorthernIrish tourists of 
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media is keenly analyzed as the research differentiates between actual risk and perceived risk factors 

existing in the destination choices.  

Rationale of Research 

This research gathers the perspective of Northern Irish tourists or of the travellers from Northern 

Ireland in particular, on the subject of terrorism impacting tourism industry in the travel destinations. 

Since the travellers from Northern Ireland frequently travel to UK or Europe for their holidays, the 

study confines itself to the study of popular travel destinations within European. Premise of research 

is focussed on the views of Northern Irish tourists for a special reason. This is because of the long 

history of political and economic turmoil originating out of local violence that compels people of 

Northern Ireland to travel far from their home as and when they get opportunity.  

In 1921 Northern Ireland was created after the partition of Ireland initiated by British Parliament. 

Northern Ireland became the part of United Kingdom, while Southern Ireland, the other divided region 

constituted Republic of Ireland. In 1922 Southern Ireland adorned the status of „Free State‟ while 

Northern Ireland held its autonomy over handful of vital decision making affairs under the Northern 

Ireland Act 1988 (Hayes and McAllister, 2005). The major political decisions were however taken with 

the consent of British parliament that led to the emergence of „unionists‟ within Northern Ireland. 

These unionists were of different opinions, seldom conflicting, and had different political and religious 

ideologies. The 2 primary unionist groups in the country were „Protestants‟ and „Nationalists‟ 

(Parkinson and Hayden, 2015). Protestants were the descendants of British colonialists who wanted 

to be the part of the Great Britain, while Nationalists comprised of significant minority of Catholics who 

considered themselves Irish. The two groups thus formed further fragmented into multiple unions, and 

the region constantly faced the state of turmoil with prevail ing high unemployment figure, political 

instability and troubled governance (Parkinson and Hayden, 2015). During late 1960s, the clashes of 

two sides took to extreme and turned into 3 decades of vengeance and violence in the country which 

is considered the darkest era of internal terrorism that Northern Ireland witnessed (Danzell, Yeh and 

Pfannenstiel, 2016). In 1998, the British Government enforced Good Friday Peace Agreement that 

decommissioned the use of weapons within the region, putting a forceful end to the frequent 

emergence of unions and advancing a step into industrializing the country through legal regulations. 

This gave an industrial boost to Northern Ireland and encouraged some of the industries like tourism, 

investment and business to develop; however the clashing religious ideologies and sporadic terrorist 

events remained the unresolved problems in the country (Parkinson and Hayden, 2015).  

John Horgan and Kurt Braddock‟s (2011) study about terrorism in Northern Ireland was intriguing in 

bringing the role of governance in the country to light. Horgan and Braddock (2011) in their study 

observed that there were several impending issues, both political and economic in nature, pending to 

be resolved on national level as the discrimination, violence, terrorism and protests by Irish 

Republican Army continued to succumb all of Government‟s resources in ensuring the everyday 

normalcy in the province.  
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Source: (CNN Library, 2017) 

 

The above images are the reflection of political state of Northern Ireland, and provide a glimpse of the 

extent of disturbance which prevails in the country. Northern Ireland has never realized the absolute 

peace even for a brief period which is a major reason that there still is underdeveloped transportation 

infrastructure in the region. Ever since its creation, the people of Northern Ireland have been visiting 

either the other counties within United Kingdom (England, Scotland and Wales) or the regions in 

Europe for their holidays (Danzell, Yeh and Pfannenstiel, 2016).  
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Irish Tourist Industry (2016) in one of its report published on its official website derived statistics about 

outbound travel from Ireland in the year 2015 from Central Statistics Office (CSO).  

 

Source: CSO (2015, as cited in Northern Irish Tourist industry, 2016) 

There are some striking points that need to be noted from this brief statistical table. While England, 

North America and Portugal showed the decline in the tourist arrival from Ireland compared to the 

previous year 2014, the decline is not only compensated but far exceeded by the increase in tourist 

in-flow in Italy, Spain and France. Though Spain has always been one of the top choices of travellers 

across Europe, the sudden increase of 25% in Spain and the surprisingly high inclination of traveller 

in-flow in Italy need substantial explanation as to why Irish tourists have been confining their choices 

to very few locations. 

Besides this, there is a sudden drop of 10% in Portugal, the region that has recently started showing 

troubled waters. While there can be many factors like cost of utilities during holidaying, climate or 

some special international event in these places of choice, one of the factors for sudden drop in Irish 

tourists‟ in-flow in few destinations and massive increase in the others can also be linked with 

„terrorism‟. 

Research Aim and Objectives 

The objective of this research is to study theimpact the terrorism has on the Northern Irish tourists. To 

achieve the aim of this research, the course of study is guided by following objectives which will be 

attempted to be fulfilled as the research progresses: 

 To identify therisk perceptions related to terrorismwhich impact Northern Irish tourists with 

their decision making 
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 To understand how these risk perceptions impact decision of Northern Irish tourists 

 To understand the role of media in highlighting or diminishingterrorism related risk 

perceptions of Northern Irish tourists 

 To identify ways for risk management and marketing strategies to improve the destination 

image.  

Research Questions 

To assist the research to achieve its objectives, there are following research questions which are 

listed in accordance with the objectives sought to be fulfilled. The study will gain a direction in order to 

answer these research questions adequately: 

1. What are the perceived risk factors which impact Northern Irish tourists with their decision 

about a holiday destination facing terrorism? 

Sub-Research Questions? 

1. In what manner does terrorism acts as the barrier in influencing Northern Irish tourists with 

their travel decision? 

2. To what extent is media responsible in influencing the decision making of Northern Irish 

tourists travelling to a destination facing terrorism? 

3. Through what kind of risk management and marketing strategies can the destination image 

be improved? 
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Literature Review 

Tourist Travel Decision Making 

Decision making is a complex phenomenon that is an aggregate of several determinants dominant or 

recessive in different circumstances. The work of Solomon et al. (1999) was exceptional in proving 

that travel decision making is not a single decision but a phenomenon resulting from various sub-

decisions that are governed by preferences, circumstances, needs and incurred costs by the traveller. 

Verplanken and Orbell (2003) designed a Self-Reporting Habit Index concluding that travel decisions 

are highly influenced by the habitual tendency of travellers motivated by habits like eating and 

transportation. Bjork and Jansson (2008) combined the findings of Verpalnken and Orbell (2003) and 

that of Solomon et al. (1999) to provide a decision making continuum that has 2 approaches at the 

extremes: (i) Habitual Decision and (ii) Extensive Decision.  

 

Source: (Bjork and Jansson, 2008) 

The framework above is invaluable in understanding the role of factors like perceived need for 

information, involvement and mental effort consumed on selecting an alternative, perceived 

knowledge about various alternatives and the duration required to make up a decision. In the habitual 

decision making this process is fast leading to the reduced risk of consumer getting disappointed due 

to his/ her earlier experiences from the decision. The extensive decision on the other hand undergoes 

traditional decision making process where the approach follows 5-step sequence including (i) Problem 

recognition, (ii) Search for information, (iii) Evaluation of Alternatives, (iv) Product Choice and (v) 

Outcomes (Bjork and Jansson, 2008). 

 

Applying this framework to the case scenario of this particular study, the choice of Northern Irish 

tourists can be analyzed within the two extremes of decision making. Any terrorist event taking place 

at a certain tourist destination affects the three major determinants of a habitual decision maker- 
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perceived need for information, involvement and mental effort. For example, after the Paris attack a 

habitual traveller planning for a trip to Paris is likely to consider the „current‟ situation in Paris, get 

involved actively in gathering this information and make a mental assessment on whether it would be 

safe to travel to Paris based on perceived knowledge. There is thus the likelihood of decision making 

process to shift towards „extensive decision making‟ approach from habitual based on change in 

circumstances. 

Terrorism and its Forms 

United Nation‟s Secretary General‟s special panel on threats, challenges and change associated 

terrorism with the unethical activities intended to cause the irreversible damage that had multitude of 

highest severity. In its 2004 report on global threats and challenges facing the world, the panel 

defined „terrorism‟ as an intended and deliberate act leading to the deaths or sever damage to 

humans or non-combatants (United Nations, 2004). The panel further insisted on the objectives of 

terrorism to be the intimidating of normal population, compulsion exerted on Government or regulatory 

organizations to commit a certain act or compulsion exerted on Government or regulatory 

organizations to abstain from doing certain act (United Nations, 2004).  

In 2003, Nelson (2003) mentioned the four generic forms of terrorism as horror, dystoria, thriller and 

noir, concentrating on the different impacts the terrorism caused on its victims while disregarding the 

objectives due to which terrorism took place. This work of Nelson (2003) was contradicted to by Ben 

(2008) who argued that terrorism results in all of the four mentioned forms by Nelson in varying 

degrees, and that it is impossible to ascertain what impact a certain act of terrorism can cause. A 

more elaborate classification of terrorism was later given by Kydd (2011).  

Kydd (2011) in his work classified terrorism into three different categories based on the objectives due 

to which the act of terrorism is committed. Kydd (2011) descried the three classifications as 

nationalist, political and religious and also explained in detail the varying motives that separate one 

form of terrorism from the other. Nationalist terrorism is the form that is confined to a certain region 

and looks into sufficing the demands that originate through a social group or community of activists 

(Kydd, 2011). Political Terrorism according to Kydd (2011) is any form of activity that is against the 

motives of Government or political authorities. Berrebi and Klor (2006) earlier mentioned the political 

terrorism under the generic notion of terrorism referring to extremist ideas against working motives of 

the governances. Berrebi and Klor (2006) also offered the classification of terrorism as State 

terrorism, transnational terrorism and global terrorism, overlapping the classifications of nationalist 

and political terrorism as given by Kydd (2011). The third form of terrorism described by Kydd (2011) 

is Religious Terrorism, which has its origin tied to religious ideologies and cult movements. Margolis 

(2004) in his work earlier also mentioned about the gradually enhancing pace of terrorism closely 

connected somewhere to the roots of religions, concluding that religious beliefs and assumptions 

leads to religious conflicts and clashes that tend to get severe as there appears no resolution to the 

conflicting ideas. Mokark (2016) in his work on „Modern Terrorism as a social phenomenon‟ referred 
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to the terrorism in current times most affluent by religion-driven compulsions that turn global as the 

globalization blurs the geographic boundaries.  

Ben (2008) referred to nationalist terrorism as the movement that gets powerful with social inclusion 

and support from general society. In his work Ben (2008) argued that nationalist terrorism relies on 

the support from general population and is usually driven by highly charismatic leaders who have 

potential to gain on numbers when driving a nationalist terrorism activity. The reliance on strong 

leadership in case of nationalist terrorism as explained by Ben (2008) thus distinguishes this form of 

terrorism from the others which have „cause‟ as the terrorism driver. Political terrorism has also been 

the subject of debate among researchers in terms of it being considered „terrorism‟. The „anti nuclear 

protests‟ and „animals rights‟ activities‟ are few examples which deter from literal meaning of terrorism 

as mentioned in United Nations‟ report (2004). Ben (2008) in the similar context proposed that 

definition of terrorism must in some way justify the activity or intended activity to be harmful when 

considered by majority of stakeholders concerned. In terms of religious terrorism, Kydd (2011) 

observed that the religious ideologies led to terrorism when their adhering values lost relevance and 

the resistance in following their methods or routines were posed forth by some or most part of the 

wider society. 

Severity of impact of Terrorism on Tourism Industry 

Arana and Leon (2008) in their exceptional work titled „The impact of Terrorism on Tourism Demand‟ 

demonstrated the empirical findings to ascertain the uniqueness of tourism industry that makes it 

more sensitive to terrorist attacks than most industries around the world. Basing the research focus 

on September 11 attack on World Trade Centre, the co-authors (Arana and Leon, 2008) studied the 

Mediterranean and Canary Island regions after 5 years of attack, to understand the short term impact 

that was created to the tourist utility. The two samples of data were taken to observe the inclination of 

tourists to these tourist destinations which were always perceived to be high profile tourist places 

before 2001 attack. The study had surprising results. Against the anticipated negative impact of 

terrorism on tourist destinations, some of the tourist spots in both Mediterranean and Canary Island 

regions exhibited boost in tourist inflow. Arana and Leon (2008) attributed this phenomenon to the 

creation of „image‟ of these destinations which succeeded in surpassing attributes like „safety‟ and 

„security‟ among visiting tourists. While the total value of attributes stayed negative indicating to 

dropped tourism value in both the regions owing to terrorist attack which once happened couple of 

years earlier, short-term gain in value in some of the tourism attributes as researched by Arana and 

Leon (2008) was remarkable in understanding the uniqueness with which tourism industry operates in 

general. 

Abadie (2006) in his research on Israel however presented the other side of the scenario which is 

related to long term impact on tourism industry. In his case study on finding the explicit and major 

causes of rapidly declining tourism in Israel, Abadie (2006) found that there were certain attributes 

related to terrorism which were more at play than the rest. The frequency of terror attacks for example 

turned out to be more prominent reason for declining tourism in Israel than the severity of terrorist 
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attacks as observed by Abadie (2006). In this context, the work of Krakover (2005) i s highly 

significant. Krakover (2005) formulated a time-series approach to understand the impact of any 

uncertain event on the tourist inflow of a certain region. Krakover‟s observations were gradually 

applied to the global tourism industry and in specific  to the regions that faced terror of war climate. 

The designed approach helped in establishing that tourism industry in a particular region was most 

impacted by the severity of the terror of war climate, which means that more severe the earlier terror 

attacks in a region were, the more negatively impacted the industry would be. Krakover (2005) 

however also added that the approximate time period to react to such events by general tourists was 

2 months, after which the „frequency‟ became more dominant than the „severity‟ of terror attacks.  

While Arana and Leon (2008) contributed significantly capturing the short term impact of the terror 

attacks and observing that there lay both negative and positive repercussions to the destination image 

due to terrorist events in tourist destinations, the research was most helpful in distinguishing some of 

the unique characteristics of tourism industry. The earlier researches, especially that of Krakover 

(2005) provides the basic foundation to Arana and Leon‟s observations by offering the time series 

approach to the whole study. With „frequency‟ and „severity‟ as the two major attributes of the tourism 

industry in a particular region, it becomes easier to establish that „severity‟ of terrorist events 

dominates in the short term consideration before fading off and paving way for „frequency‟ of terrorist 

events to drive the industry growth forward or backward. These findings were strengthened by 

Abadie‟s research on Israel which in the long term perspective found frequency of terror attacks to be 

the primary determinant in Israel. 

Multi-faceted Impact of Terrorism 

Aimable and Rossello (2009) in their combined study on September 11 attacks in America focused on 

compiling the short term economic impact that followed as the consequence in United States. The co-

authors (Aimable and Rossello, 2009) found the decline of nation‟s GDP by 29% as the result of the 

attack which was closely linked with downturn that several sectors across US suffered. Hospitality and 

Tourism sectors were the two primary sectors facing most decline at 34% and 32% respectively and 

took 3 years against the average of 1 year for other sectors to stabilize (Amabile and Rossello, 2009). 

Berrebi and Klor (2006) added similar views through their findings related to the same terrorist event 

in 2001 as they discussed the negative impact on foreign direct investments (FDI) in the country. At 

the same time the co-authors (Berrebi and Klor, 2006) observed that this decline was far lesser than 

that suffered in the developing nations like Afghanistan or Bali where GDP decline after each of such 

attacks had been over 40%. Engers and Sandler (2006) proposed that overcoming the consequences 

of terrorist attacks was directly linked with political and economic stability of the nation. Matthew 

Waxman (2010) in his work titled „Terrorism: Why categories matter?‟ explained that terrorism was 

easy to tackle with when there were existing policies to control terrorism within a region depending 

upon the form of terrorism that was under consideration. Waxman (2010) also added that a nation‟s 

political and economic viability was a major determinant in deciding the impact of terrorism on its 

industrial sectors. 
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In terms of the impact of terrorism on society, Lutz and Lutz (2008) offered an exceptional perspective 

to understand why certain societies were more often the target of terrorist attacks and others. Lutz 

and Lutz (2008) in their comparative analyses found that there were social structures which exhibited 

complaints, resistance and conflicts within the society. The loosely bound social structure paved way 

for not only internal dissatisfaction but also the terrorism activists to be accommodated and 

widespread their roots within gaps of society. The co-authors (Lutz and Lutz, 2008) in their 

comparison between societies in Belgium and Tehran observed that Belgium presented the social 

structure that was strong and cohesive under an efficient governance with high degree of social order 

within societies. On the other hand Tehran exhibited the society that was constantly under the 

autocratic and stringent rule of its rulers, struggling with the persistent problems of unemployment, 

freedom of speech, religious constraints and poverty. The study of Lutz and Lutz (2008) helped in 

understanding the transformation of already existing societal gaps into growing susceptibility towards 

terrorism. The study helped in  establishing that terrorist activities in regions like Tehran facing 

constant social dissatisfaction initiate with the optimistic vision of „change‟, though with the intended 

course of action that is often violent and ruthless. In this context the views of Horgan (2005) can be 

taken to consideration to understand various determinants of terrorism that in-spite of having no clear 

linkage with terrorist activities still behave and develop as the major drivers of terrorism. Horgan 

(2005) in his study focussed on religion as one of such determinants where religious ideologies fall 

prey of political, economic and social policies that fail to complement each other. Horgan (2005) 

argued that the reason why Syrian trouble continues to develop over the time when several Islamic 

countries all over the world have successfully becoming part of the globalized world lies in the missing 

balance among political, economic and religious scenarios of Syria.  

Horgan‟s views are important when considered in unison with the findings of Lutz and Lutz (2008). 

The two researches, that of Horgan‟s and Lutz and Lutz‟s help in establishing that terrorism grows in 

societies that already face evil, providing room for more horrendous and severe evil like terrorism to 

grow. The societies where governance is efficient and the law and order is commendable, terrorism 

fails to create an impact. Though it is easy to see that each terrorist event within certain region directs 

towards considerable loss in the economic stature of the region, it is the long term deteriorating 

impact on the „societies‟ which is most disturbing.  

Keenly looking into the findings of Berrebi and Klor (2006) helps in conforming to this factual 

establishment. The fact that United States suffered massive economic loss for a short period of time 

(close to 1 year) was because of the stabilized society within US that rebound back easily with the 

help of American and World politics playing important roles. The consequences of September 11 

attack were ably handled by efficient administration that tackled the forging problems of 

unemployment and homelessness as the global funds were put to use almost immediately (Berrebi 

and Klor, 2006).  
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Political Reactions and Industry level impact of International Terrorism  

Berrebi and Klor (2006) excellently compiled the electoral motives of governances with the terrorist 

events within a country when explaining the positive and negative after effects on the industry level 

across nations. The co-authors (Berrebi and Klor, 2006) observed that largely the terrorist events 

compelled governances to formulate policies at national level that had sure impact on industries, 

minorly or majorly, in varying levels. Cooper et al. (2008) in the paper titled „Tourism: Principles and 

Practice‟ also found that tourism industries across the world had some phenomenal processes and 

regulations adopted after facing certain highly impacting events which led to political initiatives and 

transformations across industries. Citing the example of United States and September 2001 attacks, 

Cooper et al. (2008) linked the regulated inflow of tourists and stringent policies inlaid across 

American borders with the stringent rules that posed severe restrictions to tourists‟ inflow. Horgan 

(2005) in his work „The Psychology of Terrorism‟ on the other hand observed that political intervention 

immediately after the terrorist events had very less impact on industry level decisions, as the 

psychological state of general population dominated the national political climate and drove it the way 

that ensured better tranquillity and stability. Ben‟s (2008) notion of tranquillity and stability was also 

borrowed from Horgan as the author (Ben, 2008) found that terrorism constantly had the potential of 

impacting regular course of industrial operations.  

Kydd (2011) in context of politics and terrorism however gave a very unique perspective in terms of 

profiling. Kydd with his case study illustration of Palestinian-Israel conflict found that governing 

authorities were almost always able to find opportunities to market their political initiatives by linking 

their motives with establishing peace after terrorism. Kydd (2011) also found that Governments in 

both developed and developing countries leveraged the opportunity to enhance their profiling, though 

with the difference that developed nations with their measures well established to tackle calamities 

while developing nations seeking newer ways to deal with damage which further burdened them.  

Horgan (2005) and Kydd (2011) in this context appear to have contributed significantly in linking 

political perspective towards terrorism. Against general notion of terrorist events which assumes that 

terrorism can bring nothing but harm and disgrace to the world, political governances around the 

world succeed in finding new opportunities to form policies which in some way or the other impact 

their industries. Tourism industry by far remains the most impacted by International Terrorism as both 

terrorism and tourism propagate across geographical boundaries.  

Short-term and Long-term Tourist Responses to Terrorism 

There are several studies that have concentrated on the subject of tourist responses to terrorism in 

terms of the destination they select for their tours after September 11 attack. Enders and Sandler 

(2006) in their study on the role of geographical location as the destination for travel and tourism after 

September 11 attacks found that transnational attacks on tourists have highly negative economic 

consequences for the short term as tourists decide to stay away from the destinations that may be 

linked with any kind of suspicion or may cause immigration troubles while in a distant location. Ben 

(2008) also mentioned tranquillity and security as the two primary determinants considered by tourists 
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as they seek an ideal place to spend time during their holidays. The short termed reaction of the 

tourists immediately after a terrorist event is to avoid visiting places that were troubled. In this c ontext 

the duration of term is different according to different researchers. Ben (2008) considers this term as 

the period of 12 months after which the reaction of tourists begins to attain normalcy. On the other 

hand Arana and Leon (2008) observed that a destination with a global image of being a terror-struck 

spot once upon a time could act as the catalyst for luring tourists with an inclination to adventures; 

and at the same time had the potential of driving away the prospective tourists ringing a downturn to 

the industry opportunities. Arana and Leon (2008) however found this closely linked with several other 

tourism attributes like disposable income, distance of tourism location, total utility value at the tourist 

destination and political support in assuring the destination of adequate safety.   

Yale-Loehr, Papademetriou& Cooper (2005) in their combined study on Visa applications and 

immigration policies implemented after September 11 attack in United States however observed some 

peculiar statistics. The co-authors (Yale-Loehr, Papademetriou, & Cooper, 2005) found that in-spite of 

the terrorist attack in Washington, the number of Visa applications for tourist Visa from the rest of the 

world showed insignificant variation. The slight reduction in applications from Australian and Chinese 

citizens which was close to 3% in 2002 was adequately compensated for by increased applications of 

tourists from Canada that exceeded by 5%. Yuan (2005) in an independent study also observed that 

consequences of a terrorist event are linked with the geography of the region that suffered the event. 

Yuan (2005) observed that terrorist attacks in cities are usually less impacting on tourism and 

hospitality industry, especially in the developed and urbanized cities where other better prospects of 

stay and utilities tackle the odds of a terror struck destination. With no evidence related to how urban 

cities provide better utilities in value in comparison with rural destination locations in terms of similar 

nature of terrorist history accorded, Yuan (2005) concluded that it was „perception‟ of tourists related 

to terrorism and its administration which was more influential than the reality.  

The study of Yale-Loehr, Papademetriou& Cooper (2005) was important in understanding that some 

of the urban and developed tourist locations around the world find themselves capable of handling the 

impact of terrorist events better than the other locations. Yuan (2005) linked it with destination image 

and also explained that within short term context it is perception of the tourists which determines the 

growth of tourism industry, majorly governed by the political intervention and positioning of 

governance in the arena of World Politics. The quick rebound of truisms and hospitality sectors along 

Mediterranean and Canary Island regions after September 11 attack helps in supporting this 

argument.  

The above literature and the concluding summary are true for determining the short term impact of 

terrorism on tourism. The long termed consequences however are found dependant on „severity‟ and 

„frequency‟ or terrorist events as discussed earlier in the literature review section.  

Terrorism: Risks and their Perceptions 

Korstanje (2010, 2012, and 2013) has been a vital contributor on the subject of perceived risks and 

actual risks in relationship with terrorism. Um and Crompton (1992, as cited in Arana and Leon, 2008) 
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and Sonmez and Graefe (1998, as cited in Korstanje, 2010) were the earliest of researchers who 

brought to light the role of element of risk in determining the destination location as perceived by the 

tourists. Both of these studies (Um and Crompton (1992, as cited in Arana and Leon, 2008) and 

Sonmez and Graefe (1998, as cited in Korstanje, 2010)) however related to the ideological terrorism 

more concerned with religious premonitions and value oriented cults of society. Korstanje was 

therefore the first (2010) to study risk and threats in the context of modern terrorism which is politically 

governed or administered.  

Korstanje (2010) in his work associated the perceived risks at a tourist destination dependant on 

media. The author (Korstanje, 2010) argued that media coverage and its potential of creating certain 

image of a destination location largely cloud the other determinants which may otherwise be 

considered by tourists to estimate the actual risks at the place. Citing the example of Ethiopia as a 

tourist region Korstanje and Clayton (2012) explained that the role of humanitarian organizations and 

the world politics has been dominant in bringing to light the sufferings that this famine struck region 

has been facing; but at the same time this incapacitates the tourists to delve into actual developments 

which have taken place in Ethiopia since 2005, making it one of the regions in the world recording the 

GDP growth rate of over 13% after 2011. In their work Korstanje and Clayton (2012) mentioned that 

perceived risks outweighing actual risks present the scenario where majority of tourists are 

intimidated for lack of safety concerns and the destination image created by media drives the tourism 

industry at an undeserved slow pace. Korstanje and Skoll (2013) also referred to tourist typology of 

perceived risk as defined by Roehl and Fesenmaier (1992, as cited in Korstanje and Skoll, 2013). 

Roehl and Fesenmaier (1992) classified the tourists into 3 types based on their reaction to perceived 

risks: (i) Risk Neutral (This group of tourists do not involve risk as a factor to be concerned as they 

make their choice about travel destination. Motivated by leisure or adventure, the risk neutral group is 

more open and welcoming to visiting unknown and uncertain places with or without any degree of risk 

involved in such visits); (ii) Functional Risk (This group of tourists consider certain degree of risk as 

the part of their organizational, mechanical or equipment problem). (iii) Place Risk (This group of 

tourists admit that there is a considerable degree of risk associated with each place and prepare to 

travel under the belief that there is risk at home as well as outside).  

According to Roehl and Fesenmaier (1992, as cited in Korstanje and Skoll, 2013), the risk neutral 

group represents the visitors who are better prepared for casualties and threats and are encouraged 

by the knowledge gathered about a certain place as they prepare to tour. Sackett and Botterill (2006) 

however found the classification categories of Risk Neutral and Place Risk tourists overlapping to an 

extent. According to Sackett ad Botterill (2006) in the context of internationally travelling tourists, the 

two categories (risk neutral and place risk travellers) admit that there may be risk at the places to 

which they are travelling and yet proceed with their travel plans. The co-authors (Sackett and Botterill, 

2006) in their work on international travels and risk perceptions found that this is true in case of 

perceived risks which tends to negate itself over the long term. Quoting the example of Thailand 

which continues to witness an incline in its tourist numbers despite the growing statistics on robbery, 
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cheating, drugs abuse and vandalism in the region, Sackett and Botterill (2006) established that 

repeat behaviour of customers over a period of time tends to shift away from perceived risk and 

concentrates on absolute risk; so the travellers to Thailand admitting that there is no place absolutely 

safe on the planet tend to choose Thailand for their pleasure trip with an acceptance to the risks that 

may be existing in the region. 

In the review of risk related literature pertaining traveller perceptions about risks, Sackett and Botterill 

(2006) provide a different insight with the observation that perceived risks do not have a long term 

impact on tourists‟ decision making. The perceived risks are therefore influential for a short term and 

can lead to either incline or decline of tourism within the region. This is in cohesion with Arana and 

Leon‟s (2008) findings around Mediterranean and Canary Islands regions where few destinations 

succeeded in attracting more tourists and the rest failed to lure tourists as before after the September 

11 attack on World Trade Centre.  

Terrorism and Role of Media: Cases of Spain and Egypt 

 

Source: (Yick, 2011) 

In an interesting and highly intriguing paper published by William Yick (2011) from Lincoln University, 

there were revelations about the internationally famed regions like Spain and Egypt which have either 

continued to attract tourists in-spite of long era of terrorism and terrorist events or have struggled 

amid the negative publicity caused by terror. This paper discussed the role of international media and 

proved that with no negative media at work the tourists by large remain unaffected in the short or long 

term in forming any perceptions about the places that they intend to travel. The cases of Spain and 

Egypt as covered in this paper will be now summarized as under.  

Spain has constantly been under the threat of Basque Terrorist Group called ETA that has specifically 

been hampering the lucrative tourism industry in Spain with unanticipated attacks. After long years of 

attacks in 20
th

 century, the country continues to face terror in the form of bomb blasts, kidnappings 

and firings. In 2001 the Madrid Airport and Alicante in Spain had the sever bomb explosions one after 

the other. In 2005 the similar bomb explosion event was witnessed in a popular resort of Villayajosa 

that killed at least 32 people including tourists. In 2006 Madrid Airport once again was attacked from 

bomb explosion in-spite of massive security measures implemented after 2001 attack. For all of these 

explosions ETA owed the accountability and forced the Spanish Government to succumb to their 

demands, which the Government refused to agree. This was followed by another bomb explosion in 

Majorca, the one most severe of the earlier attacks registered in Spain and initiated by ETA in terms 

of the number of killings. The country therefore has the history of attacks on tourism industry and yet 

continues to flourish the tourism and hospitality sectors. Reichel, Fuchs and Uriely (2007) found Spain 

the most lucrative country in terms of international tourists in-flow and found the region exhibiting 

maximum number of repeat tourist numbers around the world. According to Yick (2011) this is 

because the Spanish attacks fail to reach the tourists in the other countries, in particular Eastern 
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hemisphere. This helps in retaining the perceived image of Spain and the tourists feel adequately 

secure when visiting Spain, not bothering to gather any region specific information about tranquillity 

and terror related climate as they do for the countries like Iraq or Afghanistan.  

 Egypt like Spain is another popular destination which has been under constant terrorist attacks with 

the duration and frequency almost similar to that in Spain. Between 1992 and 1995 the trains, 

coaches and cruise vessels in Egypt were usually at the target of several terrorist activists groups 

operating in Egypt. The tourism industry however managed to grow in the country until fag end of 

1997 when there was massive open firing at the group of foreign tourists in front of Hatshepsut 

Temple near Luxor. This led to multiple international tour operators cancelling their programmes. In 

1997 the economy of Egypt first time faced the severe downfall where one inc ident near Luxor had 

devastating impact across the country. This involved the European Media to capture and survey the 

region and brought Egypt to the sphere of negative publicity affecting its already struggling economy.  

The examples of Spain and Egypt help in understanding the important role that international media 

can play in supporting or damaging the state of tourism industry within a region. Spain could get back 

to normalcy easily than Egypt because the latter was forced to deal with the negative perception that 

international media created on the tourists all over the world.  

Current State of Terrorism: Perspective of Northern Irish Tourists 

Austin Wright (2013) in his exceptional work titled „Terrorism, Ideology and Target Selection‟ studied 

the criteria that enable the terrorists or terrorism activists to make the choice of selecting an operating 

centre over the other available choices. This study which revolved around the terrorism related 

statistics gathered from European sub-continents between 1995 and 2005 worked through a 

combined theoretical and empirical model to present its findings. Terrorist Ideology according to 

Wright (2013) becomes the most influential predictor in terrorist decision making, offering a valuable 

insight on why countries like Northern Ireland are threatened by risks of terrorism more than its 

European neighbours. 

While Austin Wright directed focus on distinguishing ideology as the predictor for terrorists to select 

their target, there were subsequent researches which followed on the subject delving into the 

weaknesses and gaps promoting terrorism in certain regions. Mark McGovern‟s research titled 

„Informers, agents and the liberal ideology of collusion in Northern Ireland‟ is an example that looks 

into the current state of terrorism in Northern Ireland with the specific focus on administrative 

challenges that the country faces today (McGovern, 2016).  

McGovern (2016) zeroed upon the following reasons as the primary gaps that led to Northern Ireland 

becoming operating centre for several terrorist groups: 

a) Ideological Conflicts: Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA) in Ireland emerged with the 

objective of securing Ireland against the internal domestic terrorism victimization that had 

scarred the neighbouring countries including Spain and UK for more than a century. PIRA 
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was established on the design that reflected the strong ideology of securing citizens of Ireland 

against constant intrusion of warfare groups and immigrants which had evidently been 

devastating for its struggling neighbours, Spain being the best example. This however 

resulted in PIRA‟s political identity developing into an anti-British authority that led to the 

several revolting groups, including Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF). UVF however was not the 

single entity but the unison of several terrorist groups that worked on individual ideologies. 

The country soon faced the ideological conflicts breaking into multiple terrorist groups within 

couple of years leading to the utter domestic violence against which PIRA intended to secure 

Ireland. 

 

b) Poor Administration:  The European Governments in an attempt to deal with domestic and 

internal terrorism that has now spanned over a century have take divergent routes. Some of 

these attempts have proved to be better than the others and have become strong 

determinants to check terrorism in the respective regions. For example, in response to Red 

Brigade‟s kidnapping and killing of Italian Prime Minister, the Italian Government reinforced 

extremely stringent laws. The fag end of 20
th

 century witnessed thousands of arrests and 

convictions; there were strict immigration rules quickly brought to action and the 

administration within Italy became one of the strictest and on-alert administrations in the 

world. On the other hand British Government decided to rely on military and tactics emanating 

from Northern Ireland, the result of which was several groups emerging as the result of revolt.  

 

McGovern (2013) observes the struggling economic position and political instability within UK 

as a primary reason due to which administration in Northern Ireland has been impacted 

adversely. Almost always the phase of economic downturn in Britain has been followed by 

terrorist disruption in the United Kingdom, which is an indication that terrorist activities depend 

massively on the political and economic standing serving as protection against terrorism.  

 

c) Soft Target: Ireland is considered the „soft‟ target where the existing policies and 

administrative checks have made it reasonably clear that the country can be easily turned into 

a militant base. Irish women accused of being used as „passage‟ to enter the country was the 

political subject that forced Ireland to reform its resident legislations.  

A recent report by Mineta Transportation Institute (2016) analyzed the case of bombing 

campaigns in Britain, Spain and Paris in 2015 onwards, concluding the fact that there is a 

massive number of militants in Ireland who after joining the ranks of Islamic State and ISIS in 

the Middle East have come back home with the only motive of „slaughter‟. Irish Republican 

Army‟s bombing campaign and the explosion plots in Spain, Germany and Italy have made 

terrorism an issue that has become so severe in Ireland that the Irish tourists can no longer 

ignore it. 
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With the domestic violence and threat lingering across the country due to state of terrorism, it is 

understandable that citizens of Ireland value peace and tranquillity more than the residents from the 

neighbourhood like Italy and Germany. In one of the recent reports by Pol O Conghaile (2016) 

published in the travel news section in the Independent it was evident that Irish tourists have started 

making an extremely careful choice when deciding their holiday destinations. This report which 

gathered its data from the bookings from a price comparison site „HotelsCombined.ie‟ serving Irish 

citizens found that recent terrorist events have negatively impacted the inflow of Irish tourists, 

registering a significant decrease in holiday bookings in the usual holiday destinations for Irish 

citizens.  

 

 

 

Source: (O Conghaile, 2016) 

The above data helps in understanding that the usual inclination of Irish tourists has deterred from the 

recent terrorist events across Europe; the places which are trusted and are perceived to be safer and 

secured than the other regions matter enormously to the Irish tourists under current circumstances.  
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Impact of Cognitive and Affective Aspects of Decision Making  

Touzani and Temessek (2009) proposed a conceptual model based on the major construc ts that 

provide vitality and significance to a brand, preceding the consumer‟s buying behaviour and thus 

impacting the buying decision of the consumer. This study compiled the following major constructs 

related to brand identity and the risk perception: 

Source: (Touzani and Temessek, 2009) 

Brand Loyalty: This is the repetitive buying behaviour of the consumer which originates from 

consumer‟s commitment to certain brand. The response associates itself with the psychological and 

behavioural outcome where satisfaction from personal experiences plays a critical role.  

Brand Commitment:The consumer exhibits intention to stay in long term relationship with the brand. 

The various cognitive and affective sources are at play in strengthening this relationship between 

brand and consumer, keeping fulfilment of consumer‟s needs at centre.  

Perceived Risk:These are the uncertainties or unpleasant consequences which may be associated 

with a brand. The outcome is the cognitive behaviour of consumer where he makes and assessment 

of the brand and the potential negative consequences associated with the purchase.  

Brand Sensitivity:This is the degree of inclination of consumer towards brand‟s name. It is a cognitive 

process where the consumer based on his perceived knowledge of brand creates certain level of 

sensitivity to the brand name. 

Perceived Difference between brands: The perception of benefits gained from different brands 

offering similar products or services leads to an evaluative process where consumer makes a 

comparison between 2 brands. Marketing strategists rely most on creating a positive perception to win 

over rivals during this evaluative process. 

Brand Trust:Customer‟s pre-assumption that the brand will perform in a certain manner to fulfil his 

needs/ expectations leads to the buying decision. The outcome is the cognitive behaviour where 

customer judges the brand performance as well as the affective behaviour where brand succeeds/ 

fails in meets customer expectations. 

Brand Attachment: The long termed sustainable link between brand and customer which is affective in 

its performance in the context of fulfilling customer‟s expectations.  

 

The branding of tourists‟ destinations is therefore reliant on the strategies which include cognitive as 

well as affective measures in place. The effect of terrorism leading to short termed setback on tourism 

within Paris in contrast with long termed tormenting impact on tourism in Egypt can be well 

understood through these constructs. One of the major constructs for instance is „Perceived Risk‟ 

which leads to the cognitive behaviour of tourist as the decision maker. In case of Egypt the perceived 
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risk tends to be higher due to the gathered information; this information due to strong negative media 

compels prospective tourist to think about the negative consequences more prominently than the 

positive ones which are embedded in Egypt as a historical and cultural destination. In case of Spain 

on the other hand the political stability and the marketing strategies focussing on projecting the place 

as the central hub for sporting events and adventures reduce the prominence of „perceived risks‟ in 

comparison with other constructs (brand sensitivity, brand attachment etc.).  

Branding Destination Image: Case of Paris 

Julia Winfield (2008) in her study titled „Exploring Branding: Branding of Cities‟ provided an 

exceptional perspective on origin of the brand image of city which starts within the city itself. Winfield 

(2008) in her research found that the willingness to project a city as the place good for certain reason 

was closely associated with co-operation between residents and mutual co-operation; the branding 

therefore relied on the city itself to create an appealing image of its own. From marketing perspective 

it is „brand equity‟ which interests the city administrators and planners. According to Cooper et al. 

(2008) branding revolves around the „organic‟ potential of a place to attract tourists or investors and 

thus relies on reality. Cooper et al. (2008) with the exemplary discussion of tourists destinations 

helped in distinguishing the tourist places around the world to distinguish between cities that failed in 

branding and the cities that proved remarkable in establishing brands. „Belfast‟ is an example of 

former and „New York‟ of the latter where co-ordination between residents and Government 

authorities and the willingness of both in exhibiting culture and tradition of their respective regions 

determined the „brand identity‟.  

The case of Paris can be ideally analyzed against the findings of Cooper et al. (2008). Paris with the 

brand image of world‟s most travelled destination in-spite of its turbulent history of invasions suggests 

strong marketing at work. Richter and Waugh (1983) quoted the motto of Paris as 

“Fluctuatnecmergitur” in Latin which means “she is buffeted by the waves but she does not sink”. 

Fighting steadily against the adversities the infrastructure of Paris has continued to develop to bring to 

full gleam its culture and its historical artefacts. Contrary to the image of being „city of Romance‟, 

Paris today is the multi-racial and multi-cultural place which understands that evolution to adorn 

contemporary style and charm adds to its elegance. In terms of branding the city authorities have 

found „location branding‟ the most accelerating factor in context of Paris. The efforts to bring Olympic 

Games within city premises gaining on the opportunity to get known to the world as „City of Lights‟ has 

been the booster for Paris‟ branding.  

After the Paris attacks, the sudden decline in tourism revenue is understandable. However going with 

the historical evidences which exhibit political stability and proven capability of the city to overcome 

terrorism related hurdles, it can be expected that Paris will be quick in recovering from industry level 

economic set-back. 

Summary 

There are certain revelations which can be derived from the review of above literature:  
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a) Branding of a destination is highly reliant on co-operation between residents and Government 

authorities of the city/ place. 

b) When branding is strong, perceived risks are overcome by the other constructs like brand 

attachment and brand trust. 

c) Terrorism has the short term impact on branding of a tourist destination unless the frequency 

of terrorist events taking place is high. 

With the above stated summary, it can be assumed that branding of a destination image has the 

potential of influencing cognitive and affective behaviour of consumers. With the decision making 

continuum developed by Bjork and Jansson (2008) the study plans to utilize gathered information 

from Northern Irish tourists to understand the impact that the terrorism has on their decision of touring 

destination. 

Further the study intends to develop cognitive as well as affective strategies based on Touzani and 

Temessek‟s (2009) framework. 
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Research methodology 

Introduction to the chapter 

Kothari (2004) says in common parlance, the research is all about searching for knowledge. However, 

researcher can be defined as the scientific and systematic search for information on a specific topic. 

In addition, it is a systematized effort towards gaining new information and knowledge. However, in 

the academic activity, the research is about defining and redefining problems, formulation of 

hypothesis or suggesting out solutions with the collection and evaluation of the data and reaching 

valid conclusions. In this chapter, the researcher has discussed the methods and techniques that 

were adopted for the collection and analysis of the data. In this study, the researcher seeks to 

understand the economic impact the terrorism has on the Northern Irish tourists, the risk perceptions 

and the role of media has been examined and the methods and techniques have been chosen 

considering the aim and the objectives of the research.   

Research design 

A research design has been defined as the "framework or blueprint for conducting the marketing 

research project. It details the procedures necessary for obtaining the information needed to structure 

or solve marketing research problems. The research design specifies the details- the nuts and bolts of 

the research. A research design lays the foundations for conducting the research" (Malhotra, Birks 

and Wills, 2009; p.78). On the other hand, De Vaus (2006) define the research strategy as the overall 

strategy that is chosen by the researcher to combine different components of the research in a logical 

and coherent manner. It ensures that the researcher is able to effectively address the research 

problem in hand, in addition to outlining the blueprint for the data collection, data analysis and 

measurement. This view has been supported by Korrapati (2016) who further added that research 

design is the overall plan for connecting the research problems to an attainable research. Moreover, 

research design helps in finding solutions to the research questions.  

 

(Source: created by the researcher) 

In the words of Reid and Bojanic (2017), through the research design the researcher develops a 

master plan that specifies the methods and procedures that will be used for collecting and analysing 

the required information. A research design can be of three types as in the exploratory research 

design, descriptive research design and explanatory research design. The exploratory research 

design is primarily used for determining the nature of the problem being examined. Descriptive 

Research design 

Exploratory Descriptive Explanatory 
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research design helps in finding solutions to the questions as in who, what, where, when, why and 

how. Whereas the explanatory research design focused on explaining the phenomenon.  

In this research, as the researcher was focused in understanding the economic impact the terrorism 

has on the Northern Irish tourists, in addition to understanding the risk perceptions of the tourists and 

differentiating the destination choices considering the actual risk and perceived risk factors, therefore 

adopted the exploratory research design. The researcher chose the exploratory research design has 

it a type of research that is used for gaining information on an issue or phenomena that does has little 

or no information. The exploratory research is informal and unstructured and is good for gaining the 

background information (Reid and Bojanic, 2017). Hair (2016) supported this opinion and indicated 

that the exploratory research design is very useful when the research questions are either vague or 

there is little existing theory available to guide the researcher. Since the researcher currently has little 

information on the issue pertaining to the terrorism and tourist‟s perceptions, the researcher found the 

exploratory research design to be justified. Through this research design, the researcher was able to 

discover new facts and ideas. Taking into consideration the work of Krishnaswamy (2011), the 

researcher was able to proceed with the exploratory research design as it al lowed the researcher to 

be flexible and adaptive and make the changes in the research design as the issue got clearer. While 

it is said that exploratory research design cannot be carried out without any hypothesis, but it is not 

necessary for the hypothesis to be spelt out. The researcher believes that terrorism can never be 

good and will always generate negative perception about a travel destination. And this belief of the 

researcher as aligned with the research objectives and therefore adopting this research design 

allowed the researcher to find solutions to the research questions and test the belief as well.  

Research method 

The researcher is often conducted by adopting either of the qualitative research design or the 

quantitative research design. Labaree (2009) says quantitative research method primarily focuses on 

objective measurement and invovles statistical, numerical and mathematical analysis of the data by 

means of polls, surveys and questionnaire. Quantitative research emphasises on the collection of 

numerical data and generalisation of the outcomes across the group of the people. Hopkins (2000) 

says the quantitative research method aims to determine the relation between an independent 

variable and another dependent variable in a target population. The quantitative research designs are 

either experimental or descriptive. Atieno (2009) says that quantitative research his empirical in 

nature and ensures that the validity of the process is maintained through rigorous clarification. 

Rahman (2016) says any type of research that provides findings that are not arrived by using 

statistical procedures or any other means of quantification. In addition, qualitative research is a multi-

method which focuses on interpretation and taking a naturalistic approach to the research subject 

matter.  

In this study, considering the aim of understanding the economic impact the terrorism has on the 

Northern Irish tourists and the adoption of the exploratory research design, the researcher has 

adopted the mixed research design. Through this research method, the researcher was able to 
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produce detailed description of the feeling and opinions of the research participants apart from 

examining the research issue from the theoretical perspective. In addition, the mixed research method 

enables the researcher to holistically understand the human experience in specific settings. Maxwell 

(2013) also added that mixed research design apart from being interactive provides a flexible 

structure. Through the mixed research design, the researcher can easily understand the complex 

issues in an efficient manner. The researcher by adopting the opinion of Atieno (2009) points out that 

adoption of mixed research method is justified method as it helps in simplifying and managing the 

data without doing any damage to the context and its complexity.  

Research philosophy 

The research philosophy can be defined as the belief through which the data about a phenomenon is 

gathered, analysed and used in a research (cityu.edu.hk, 2017). In the words of Fulford and Hodgson 

(2016), the philosophy provides the lends through which the researcher identifies the research 

problems or interprets or understands the implication of the research data. Schlegel (2015, p.97) says 

research philosophy involves examination of the nature of knowledge itself, how it comes into being 

and is transmitted through the language. In simple, the research philosophy is the general way of 

thinking about how knowledge can be gained about the world or how the world works. A researcher 

can conduct study using realism, positivism and interpretivism philosophy.  

In this study and considering the research design and method adopted by the researcher positivism 

philosophy was adopted to understand the actual risk and perceived risk factors existing in the 

destination choices, the impact the terrorism has on the Northern Irish tourists and the role of media. 

The researcher believes the positivism philosophy is justified as it is based on the ontological 

assumption of objectivity, means that there is external things and world that exist independently of the 

beliefs and perceptions of the people (Schlegel, 2015), In addition by citing the work of Monette et al., 

(2011), Schlegel (2015) argued that the goal of the research is to discover facts about how the world 

works. In addition, the knowledge is generated by use of objective methods. In addition, the 

researcher believes that the reality is stable and can be examined and described by taking an 

objective perspective. This means that the researcher does not interfere with the issue being 

examined (cityu.edu.hk, 2017). In addition, positivism philosophy is aligned with the adoption of the 

qualitative research method. Johnson (2017) also stressed that by taking positivist philosophy, the 

researcher will not be deriving the conclusion for the study from a subjective approach and do not let 

any feeling and emotions that will raises issues of biasness or cloud the judgment of the researcher. 

Since the researcher has a belief concerning the issue being examined, the researcher feels taking 

the objective approach will ensure valid outcomes.  

Research approach 

A research is conducted by taking an inductive approach or the deductive approach that is based on 

the research design and methods. Altmann (2011) says inductive methods differs from the deductive 

reasoning not only in the process by which it reaches at theoretical conclusions but also in the nature 

of the conclusions it yields. The focus of the theoretical deductions is on the verification of the validity 

of the predetermined results concerning the research questions, whereas the outcomes of the 
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inductive research is open and solely influences by observation and reality. As pointed out by Collins 

(2017), in the deductive approach, the researcher has to mainly depend on the theories to develop 

hypothesis and develop a research framework that will allow testing of these hypothesis.  

In this study, the researcher has adopted the deductive approach over the inductive approach as the 

research method is qualitative yet the searcher intends to test the belief concerning the terrorism and 

tourists. As pointed out by Collins (2017), while adopting he inductive apron means the researcher 

has collected data and then developed theory through data analysis, the deductive approach means 

that the researcher based on the study of the existing sources as developed a hypothesis and aims to 

test this hypothesis through primary data collected from the participants. In addition, by adopting the 

deductive approach, the research would remain objective throughout the study and avoided inclusion 

of personal views and biasness to jeopardise the outcomes of the study.  

Data collection 

In this research, the researcher decided to use both the primary data and the secondary data. Burt, 

Barber and Rigby (2009, p.18) define the primary data as "the data that is obtained from the 

organisation or the institution that originally collected the information. However, simple definition has 

been put forth by Malhotra, Baalbaki and Nasr (2013), who stated that the data that is originated or 

collected by the researcher for a specific purpose and with the intent to address a research problem. 

A similar opinion has been put forth by Acharjya and Sreekumar (2007), who indicated that the 

primary data is primarily collected for specific purpose, in a specific field of study and required to be 

original in nature.  

Primary data collection 

Since the researcher has chosen to incorporate primary data in the research, the method of the 

primary data collected chosen is the survey questionnaire and interviews. Since the researcher has 

chosen the quantitative research method, the survey questionnaire method for data collection is 

justified. Tayie (2005) says questionnaire, is the form of collection of statistical data, which is a type of 

research strategy for understanding the opinions and attitudes of the research participants. One of the 

most prominent advantages of the survey questionnaire is that it allowed the researcher to collect 

preliminary information about the research issue, in addition, conducting the survey questionnaire 

allowed the researcher to collect the primary data very quickly in addi tion to providing flexibility of 

adapting to the research design. In addition, Jayanthi and Nelson (2002) pointed out that there is no 

correct way of implementing the data collection method, thereby it provides flexibility. Furthermore, 

survey questionnaire is often over beneficial than the interviews and focus groups because it tends to 

examine the participants information towards the desired result. However, the survey questionnaire 

does have disadvantages as it can be biased methods, if the researcher is  relying on the external 

resources, in addition, there is a chance of important information being missed out because the 

questions asked from respondents are specific and to the point.  
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Secondary data collection 

Burt, Barber and Rigby (2009, p.18) define secondary data as the "data that is collected from the 

source other than the primary data source." Malhotra, Baalbaki and Nasr (2013) add that secondary 

data is the type of data that has been collected for a purpose other than the research problem at 

hand. Furthermore, Acharjya and Sreekumar (2007) added that when primary data collected by 

another researcher or scholar has been used by another researcher for a different purpose, it is 

considered as the secondary data. In this study, the secondary data source are books, journal, 

reports and other internet sources. In this study, the researcher has secondary data based on the 

keywords like terrorism, Northern Ireland tourist, economic impact the terrorism, Terrorism in Ireland 

among others.  It is through the study of the secondary data that the researcher determined that 

qualitative and quantitative method of data collection. 

 

Sampling 

In the words of Cherry (2017), a sample in a research is a subset of the target population, that is a 

representation of the target population overall. In a research, it is not practical for the researcher to 

collect data from a large target population and every individual or element from the target group. 

Therefore, to be able to make inferences, the researchers chose to study a sample that is drawn from 

the target group. As given in Investopedia (2017), the sampling can be defined as the process that is 

used for choosing a predetermined number of individuals or elements that can represent the target 

population. Sampling in a research is done by using either of the probability sampling method or the 

non-probability sampling method. As pointed out Mack et al., (2005), sampling is all about choosing 

the right number and right kind of respondents, by adopting right method to get the right outcomes. 

Reis and Judd (2000) added that the non-probability sampling is the method in which the elements or 

individuals from the target population are not chosen on a random basis. This means that the 

elements from the target population have an unknown probability of being selected as the sample in 

the research. In contrary, the probability sampling method is the sampling process in which every 

element from the target population was an equal probability of being chosen as the sample and they 

are selected on a random basis.  

In the current study, the researcher chosen the sampling population as the people and tourist from the 

Northern Ireland. For conducting the survey questionnaire, the researcher chose the sample size of 

100 people who have good information about the Paris and Brussel attacks. For choosing the sample 

in the study, the researcher chose the non-probability sampling method as the researcher needed the 

participants who have information about the terrorist attacks like Paris and Brussel attacks. The 

researcher chosen the convenience sampling method for choosing the individual who would be part of 

the survey questionnaire (Bernard, 2011).  

The main for the researcher to choose the non-probability sampling method was the fact that the 

samples were required to be collected based on specific inclusion criteria and not random basis. In 

addition, the sampling method is relatively inexpensive, however it does limits the researcher from 
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making a broader generalisation of the outcomes. However, this research focuses only on Ireland, 

therefore the outcomes of the data collection can be easily generalised.  

Data analysis 

Johnson (2017) defines the data analysis as the process that is utilised for transformation and 

examination of the collected data to reach to a desirable conclusion and find solutions to the research 

problems. Depending on the type of research that is being conducted, the type of data that should be 

collected is determined. The main purpose of the data analysis is to support the objectives of the 

research and to reach a specific conclusion for the study. Furthermore, Johnson (2017) sated that 

there are many benefits of data analysis in a research, however, the most prominent benefit is the 

ability it provides to the researcher to structure the findings derived based on the examination of 

various sources including the survey questionnaire. Johnson (2017) argued that data analysis can be 

easily be compared to a filter wherein the unnecessary information is filtered out to collect only the 

necessary data. Therefore, data analysis can be used for establishing a strong foundation for taking 

important decisions in the research. 

In the current study, the researcher considers data analysis to be the most important phase of the 

study as it involved collection and analysis of both the qualitative and quantitative data. The 

qualitative data in the research has been presented in the descriptive form as it has been collected 

from secondary sources as well as the interviews, which is a form of qualitative data collection 

method. On the other hand, the quantitative data has been analysed through SPSS for get statistical 

and factual information. The data collected from the survey questionnaire and interviews comprising 

of the tourist from Northern Ireland and focused on the Paris and Brussel attacks. 

Accessibility and reliability 

The outcomes of the findings of the study primarily relies on the validity and the quality of the data 

sources and the degree of accessibility of these sources. In this study considering the accessibility 

issue, the access to secondary data and the respondents have been among the main issues. As 

discussed in the previous section, in this research though the researcher has chosen the qualitative 

research method, both the primary and the secondary data were utilised and the data was collected 

from the chosen primary and secondary sources. For collecting the necessary theories and literature 

from the secondary sources, the researcher relied on the journals, books, scholar work and other 

internet sources. However, the researcher would like to point out to the accessibility issue 

encountered in terms of accessing the secondary sources especially the journals and books. The 

researcher was unable to access certain necessary pages of the books due to copyright issues 

whereas to access journals the researcher was required to subscribe to the website. In addition, some 

of the journals allowed the researcher to only view a few pages. With the intent to overcome the 

accessibility issues, the researcher did carry out the data collection from a specific number of people 

to avoid issue of accessibility to a higher degree.  
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Ethical considerations 

In any research, ethical consideration is critical for the validity of the outcomes of the research. Ethics 

in a research perspective has been defined as the standards or the norms that are followed for 

conducting the research. It is the ethical standards that allows the researchers to differentiate 

between what is right and wrong and what is acceptable and unacceptable behaviour in the research. 

In this study, the first ethical standard followed by the researcher has been the strict adherence to the 

research guidelines as given in the research handbook by the University. Furthermore, the researcher 

has ensured that none of the data collected either from the primary or the secondary source is 

falsified or fabricated to meet the research objectives. The researcher believes that the researcher is 

about ethical pursuing the search for truth and knowledge. Since the current research does invovles 

communication and interaction with the primary sources, it is the necessary to display ethical 

behaviour that ensure the researcher to create an environment of accountability, trust and respect 

among the respondents for each other. As pointed out in the previous section, though the research 

was unable to access certain sources due to copyrights issues, no incorrect means were adopted to 

gain access to the sources that could raise copyrights infringement issues. As listed out in 

Cirt.gcu.edu (2017), the researcher has followed the ethical guidelines which primarily promotes the 

protection of right of the human participants, maintaining compliance with the laws and regulation 

pertaining to data collection, safety of the research participants among others. By effectively 

managing the ethical issues, the researcher can ensure that the research project is accept to be 

completed with utmost integrity. In addition to the primary data, the secondary data has also been 

used in the research and therefore, the Reacher ensured that all the references have been cited and 

referenced to give the credit to the sources of the information. Before conducting the survey 

questionnaire and interviews, the researcher has taken the informed consent from the people who 

were part of the survey questionnaire and interviews to ensure they understand the reason for them to 

be part of the survey questionnaire and interviews and the reason for the research being conducting. 

All the data has been collected and analysed in an ethical manner. In addition, the researcher 

understands that the issue being investigated is quite sensitive and can make the participants to be 

apprehensive about participating in the survey questionnaire and interviews, the researcher has 

ensured that the anonymity of the participants is maintained throughout the study and the location of 

the storage of the data collected from the survey questionnaire and interviews is destroyed post the 

submission and acceptance of the work. Through the research, the researcher only intends to 

examine an issue that is often overlooked by the people and intends to raise awareness concerning 

the growing act of terrorism and how it affects he perception of the people especially the tourists and 

their choice of the destination. 

 

Limitations in the data collection 

Every researcher during the course or the different phases of the researcher encounters limitations 

and constraints. In a research, the researcher is prone to encountering limitations in the form of 

determining the right reproach design that should be used in the research, the process that should be 
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adopted for carrying out the sampling process, determining the type of data that should be used in the 

researcher and how the data will be analysed in the study (Yin, 2012). In this study, one of the most 

evident limitation encountered by the time limitation, as the researcher has required to invest enough 

time for both the primary and the secondary data collection process. A specific amount of time was 

required to be allotted to both the data collection processes. Another limitation encountered by the 

researcher as it added to the accessibility issue was the need for incurring costs for accessing the 

secondary data. Due to the need for making payment and subscription, the researcher was unable to 

access important journals. While many studies have been conducted on the issue of Terrorism 

majority focused on American attacks and those of Israel and Iraq among others. The researcher was 

unable to access a lot of academic spruces that primarily focused on the terrorism in Brussel attacks 

unlike the Paris attack by the terrorists. The sample size chosen for the survey questionnaire was 100 

individuals from the Northern Ireland and the researcher only focused on the Paris and Brussels 

attacks and for interviews were 6 respondents. Due to time limitation, the researcher was unable to 

expand the sample size to more than 10 people. Considering the survey questionnaire and interviews 

the researcher was aware that there is scope for biasness in the opinion of the people as the issue is 

sensitive and there is scope for the respondents to either not provide responses or give responses 

that might not hold value to this research. 

Summary of the chapter 

In this chapter, the researcher discussed the methods and processes adopted for collection and 

analysis of the data by providing necessary justification. In summary, the researcher chose the 

exploratory research design for conducting the research, which required adoption of the qualitati ve 

research method. Both primary and secondary data has been used in the study, and the primary data 

was collected from survey questionnaire and interviews method. The researcher has concluded the 

chapter by discussing the ethical considerations and the limitations encountered in the methodology 

and data collection. In the next chapter, the researcher presents and analyses the data gathered from 

the survey questionnaire and interviews.  
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RESULTS 

Introduction 

The following study is aimed at examining the impact of terrorism on the North Irish tourists from the 

perspective of economic impact with the special consideration of terrorism with respect to Paris and 

Brussels attack. The study follows a mixed research design because the study has incorporated both 

the quantitative and qualitative form of information which tends to explore the factual information as 

well as in depth information from the respondents. In this context, the qualitative aspect of the 

research is more emphasised because of survey questionnaire and interviews study being conducted 

with 6 respondents that tends to provide information regarding the economic impact of terrorism on 

the North Irish tourists. The data analysis method utilised for the quantitative study is frequency 

analysis, regression analysis and correlation analysis while the qualitative data has been analysed 

through descriptive thematic analysis that tends to present the answers in form of coded themes for 

each questions and tends to discuss the impact of terrorism on tourism in Paris and Brussels attacks. 
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Results 

The results below indicate that majority of the respondents belonged to 35-44 years age group (36%) 

followed by 25 to 34 (28%), 45 to 54 (16%), 18 to 24 (10%), and 55 or older (10%).  

 

 

Figure 1: What is your age? 
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Regarding gender 61% of the respondents were female while 39% were male.  

 

Figure 2: What is your gender? 
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In terms of occupation, majority of respondents were Private sector employment (38%), followed by 

Public sector employment (23%), others (23%), and Self employed (16%).  

 

 

Figure 3: What is your Occupation? 
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The results also indicate that majority of the respondents (51%) travelled every year while 49% 

travelled once every few months, and none of the participants travelled every month.  

 

 

Figure 4: How often do you travel outside of Ireland? 
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Majority of the respondents also indicated that 42% travelled for leisure or adventure followed by 

educational purpose (31%) and 27% for business travel.  

 

Figure 5: What is your general purpose of travel? 

 

 

 

 

 

80% of the respondents indicated that they travelled to Paris.   
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Figure 6: Have you travelled to Paris ever? 
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All participants had heard about Terrorist Attacks in Paris since November 2015.  

 

 

Figure 7: Did you hear about Terrorist Attacks in Paris since November 2015? 
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Only 42% of the respondents had visited Paris after the Terrorist attacks since 2015.  

 

 

Figure 8: Have you visited Paris after any of the Terrorist attacks since 2015? 
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Most of the participants opined that they did not have concerns about security before travels, yet there 

is a significant proportion who does indicate concerns about security before travels.  

 

 

Figure 9: Did you have any concerns about your security before your travels? 
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Furthermore, majority (59%) of the respondents agree that tourist destinations are branded. This 

implies that tourists in Ireland are well aware of marketing campaigns in terms of tourist activities. 

Thus it can be fairly opined that the decision making process of Irish tourists is affected by the 

available information about tourist destinations. 

 

 

Figure 10: Do you agree tourist destinations are branded? 
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The questionnaire asked participants to opine whether Paris‟ brand as a tourist destination has been 

negatively affected by terrorism attacks. Analyses show mixed results as 34% of respondents opined 

that brand image of Paris been affected since the terrorist attacks but 31% respondents opined that 

the attacks have not changed much of the Brand name. a significant proportion of 35% remained 

neutral about the impact of terrorism on Paris as a tourist destination.  

 

Figure 11: Has the Brand image of Paris been affected since the terrorist attacks? 
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The questionnaire asked whether respondents had visited a destination that has been subject to 

terrorist activities in the past two years. The results indicate that 41% of the respondents strongly 

agree, 29% of the respondents agree, 6% of the respondents remained neutral, 14% of the 

respondents disagree, and 10% of the respondents strongly disagree.  

 

 

Figure 12: I have visited a destination that has been subject to terrorist activities in the past 

two years. 
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The results show that majority of the tourists decided to travel to a destination which has been a 

target of terrorist attack. Thus it can be inferred that majority of the tourists do not care about terrorist 

acts.   

It was also sked by the participants if terrorist activities normally take place on such places which are 

crowded and attractive for tourism purposes. In response, 34% participants chose strongly agree, 

36% participants chose agree, 8% participants chose neutral, 9% participants chose disagree, and 

13% participants chose strongly disagree.  

 

Figure 13: Terrorist activities normally take place on such places which are crowded and 

attractive for tourism purposes. 
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These results imply that tourists are well aware of the risk of a terrorist attack when they are travelling 

for tourism purposes. Although they realise that there might be a potential threat yet they choose to 

travel. Thus for majority of the tourists terrorism acts do not restrain them from travelling to such 

destinations such as Paris.   

The questionnaire asked whether respondents hesitated in visiting a destination that is subject to 

terrorist activities in future. The results indicate that 31% of the respondents strongly agree, 39% of 

the respondents agree, 6% of the respondents remained neutral, 6% of the respondents disagree, 

and 18% of the respondents strongly disagree. 

 

 

Figure 14: I hesitate in visiting a destination that is subject to terrorist activities in future.  
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These results are in contradiction with previous results that indicate that tourists do not care about 

terrorism acts. In fact, they hesitate. This result imply that there are also other factors that affect 

decision making of Irish tourists. Other factors may include marketing and branding campaigns.    

It was also asked by the participants if they believe that Paris is at great risk in regards to facing 

terrorism in the near future. In response, 39% participants chose strongly agree, 31% participants 

chose agree, 12% participants chose neutral, 12% participants chose disagree, and 6% participants 

chose strongly disagree. 

    

 

Figure 15: I believe that Paris is at great risk in regards to facing terrorism in the near future.  
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The results above indicate that majority of the tourists believe that once a tourists destination has 

been known as a target of terrorism, the perceived risk of re-occurrence of such an attack increases 

in the minds of tourists. They are likely to think that terrorist attack may occur in Paris in near future. 

This is likely to affect the decision of tourists. Some may decide to choose other locations than Paris 

while other may decide to take on the risks. However, majority of the tourists also believe that 

perceived risk is higher than actual risks, therefore majority of the respondents also indicate that they 

would travel to Paris.    

The questionnaire asked whether respondents believe that perceived risk of facing terrorism in Paris 

is higher than the actual risk. The results indicate that 40% of the respondents strongly agree, 30% of 

the respondents agree, 9% of the respondents remained neutral, 11% of the respondents disagree, 

and 10% of the respondents strongly disagree. 

    

 

Figure 16: In believe that perceived risk of facing terrorism in Paris is higher than the actual 

risk. 
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This result imply that majority of the tourists believe that they are less likely to be a victim of terrorist 

attack in Paris than general perception which is higher. Thus they perceive that there is less risk than 

generally perceived to be.  

It was also asked by the participants if there is a strong connection between level of risk and number 

of tourists visiting a particular destination. In response, 27% participants chose strongly agree, 43% 

participants chose agree, 10% participants chose neutral, 8% participants chose disagree, and 12% 

participants chose strongly disagree. 

      

 

Figure 17: There is a strong connection between level of risk and number of tourists visiting a 

particular destination 
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These results imply that perceived risk and tourists choices are connected. The number of tourists for 

a destination may change due to change in perceived risk of travelling. These results match with 

previous results that indicate that risks affects the decision making process. Although these results do 

not clearly indicate whether the number of tourists would increase or decrease yet they do confirm 

that there is an impact.      

The questionnaire asked whether respondents thought that negative media coverage influences the 

travel decisions of tourists. The results indicate that 41% of the respondents strongly agree, 29% of 

the respondents agree, 11% of the respondents remained neutral, 14% of the respondents disagree, 

and 5% of the respondents strongly disagree 

      

 

Figure 18: think that negative media coverage influences the travel decisions of tourists 

 

These results imply that negative media coverage has significant impact on decision making. 

Although majority of the tourists do decide to travel to such destinations such as Paris. The reasons 
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for can be credited to marketing and branding activities. Overall majority are not discouraged to travel 

due to terrorists attacks as shown previously.  

It was also asked by the participants if the main reason for the split of risk into actual, real and 

perceived risk is the extensive media coverage on topics such as  political violence and instability. In 

response, 34% participants chose strongly agree, 36% participants chose agree, 8% participants 

chose neutral, 9% participants chose disagree, and 13% participants chose strongly disagree.  

     

 

Figure 19: The main reason for the split of risk into actual, real and perceived risk is the 

extensive media coverage on topics such as political violence and instability 

 

The results above indicate that majority of the respondents media coverage has an strong influence 

on risk of travelling to a destination which has been a target of terrorist attack. It can be inferred that 

tourists consult with news and other media to assess the situation of a destination. Therefore it is 

highly likely that media coverage has a strong influence over decision making of tourists. However, 
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there are also other factors that affect the choice because there is a significant majority that do travel 

to Paris besides knowing the risks as shown by other results.  

The questionnaire asked whether media has the power to enhance the image of a destination and 

increase the tourism in that particular destination. The results indicate that 25% of the respondents 

strongly agree, 45% of the respondents agree, 14% of the respondents remained neutral, 10% of the 

respondents disagree, and 0% of the respondents strongly disagree 

      

 

Figure 20: Media has the power to enhance the image of a destination and increase the 

tourism in that particular destination 

 

These results clearly indicate that media coverage has high impact on decision making process of 

tourists. Since media coverage may also contain potential marketing and branding activities therefore 

it can also be opined that marketing also has impact on tourists‟ choices regarding destinations. 

These results are consistent with previous results that indicate that media coverage has string 

influence on deism making of majority of tourists.     
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It was also asked by the participants if they thought most people had a positive opinion about Paris 

tourist destination. In response, 37% participants chose strongly agree, 33% participants chose 

agree, 7% participants chose neutral, 8% participants chose disagree, and 15% participants chose 

strongly disagree. 

      

 

Figure 21: I think most people have a positive opinion about Paris tourist destination 

 

The results above show that terrorism attacks affect opinions of people or tourists about the 

destination. Majority of the respondents believe that the impact is positive. Although the perceived 

risks as shown earlier may increase due to terrorist attack, yet people develop positive opinion about 

Paris which may be due to positive media coverage and marketing and branding campaigns.   
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The questionnaire asked whether tourism in Paris can increase if media positively portrays the 

destination. The results indicate that 41% of the respondents strongly agree, 29% of the respondents 

agree, 10% of the respondents remained neutral, 7% of the respondents disagree, and 13% of the 

respondents strongly disagree.  

     

 

Figure 22: Tourism of Paris can increase if media positively portrays the destination 

 

The results above specifically focus on Paris as a tourist destination that has been a target of 

terrorism. The results indicate that tourists are likely to respond to positive marketing and branding 

activities and increase travel. Thus it can be inferred that positive portrayal can minimise perceived 

risk and fear of terrorism attack which discourage tourists to travel to a particular destination i.e. Paris.  
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It was also asked by the participants if the risk perception of tourists of Paris can significantly impair or 

enhance the tourism. In response, 36% participants chose strongly agree, 34% participants chose 

agree, 6% participants chose neutral, 15% participants chose disagree, and 9% participants chose 

strongly disagree.  

 

 

Figure 23: The risk perception of tourists of Paris can significantly impair or enhance the 

tourism 

 

Again the results above clearly indicate in specific case of Paris that perception of risks of terrorism 

attack has significant impact on choice of tourists. Although these results do not clearly show whether 

tourism will be enhanced or impaired, yet considering previous results which show that there is a 

positive opinion and that majority of the tourists believe that perceived risks is less than actual risk, 

therefore it can be suspected that tourism may increase. For a small majority the risk is not worth their 
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while but for many tourists Paris is still an attractive destination. This may be credited to positive 

media coverage as well as marketing and branding campaigns.     

Correlation Analysis 

Correlation analysis shows relationship between two or more variables and indicates whether there is 

any change in one variable given that there is a change in another variable. In case of this study main 

dependent variable is tourism and independent variables are terrorism, perceived risk, and media 

coverage. The Pearson‟s correlation coefficient between terrorism and tourism is .952 or 95.2% which 

implies that there strong relationship between terrorism and tourism. Furthermore, the Pearson‟s 

correlation coefficient between perceived risk and tourism is .924 or 92.4% which implies that there 

strong relationship between perceived risks and tourism. Furthermore, the Pearson‟s correlation 

coefficient between media coverage and tourism is .933 or 93.3% which implies that there strong 

relationship between media coverage and tourism. The table below also shows that significant values 

for all correlations are statistically significant. 

 

Figure 24: Correlation 

Regression 

Although the correlation analysis shows whether there is change in one variable due to change in 

another and it also shows the strength of relationship but it lacks to gauge the impact of independent 

variables on dependent variable. Thus researchers also supplement the correlation results with 

regression analysis. The regression analysis shows how much change in dependent variable may 

occur due to a unit change in independent variable. Firstly, model summary table below shows that 

the coefficient of determination of regression model is .924 or 92.4% which indicates the regression 

model is sound and explains 92.4% of variability in tourism.  
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Furthermore, the ANOVA table shows that the significant values for regression lines between tourism 

and terrorism, tourism and perceived risk, and tourism and media coverage are statistically significant 

as they are all less than .05.  

The beta value between tourism and terrorism indicates that given that there is a unit change in 

terrorism, there is likely to be a .524 change in tourism. This value is statistically significant and thus 

shows that there is a high impact of terrorism on tourism. The beta value between perceived risks and 

terrorism indicates that given that there is a unit change in terrorism, there is likely  to be a .225 

change in tourism. This value is statistically significant and thus shows that there is a high impact of 

perceived risks on tourism. The beta value between media coverage and terrorism indicates that 

given that there is a unit change in terrorism, there is likely to be a .272 change in tourism. This value 

is statistically significant and thus shows that there is a high impact of media coverage on tourism.     

 

Figure 25: Variables 

 

Figure 26: Model Summary 

 

Figure 27: ANOVA 
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Figure 28: Coefficient 
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Thematic Analysis 

Impact of Terrorism on Tourism in Paris and Economy Implications 

For analysing the impact of terrorism on tourism in Paris and its implications on the economy, the 

interview study was conducted using 6 respondents that presented their views regarding the 

discussion. The respondents revealed that terrorism in any society is like a parasite that eats the 

economy and causes certain disturbances in the economy such as political and economic instability. 

In between the discussion, the author talked randomly to participants while roaming around the room 

to get their insights into the topic. The respondents were blunt in reporting that certainly terrorism 

strongly and negatively impact the tourism in the country (Chowdhury et al., 2017). The recent attacks 

in Paris were discussed and it was reported that specially in Europe, the condition has worsened over 

the past few months because the terrorism has ignited a certain dispute among locals and foreigners 

coming in for tourism. As the interview study participants were Northern Irish, and it was reported that 

since 2015, a series of incidents haunted Paris where around 150 were dead and about  200 getting 

severely wounded, the Muslims were looked with a sight of hatred as the local Paris residents did not 

want any foreigner within their country because in their perception, the cause of terrorism is the 

excessive tourism of foreigners that are majorly Muslim population extremists within France (Bakker 

and Roy 2015). The anti-Islam movements erupted in the country for wanting to ban Muslims from 

coming in their country. City of Paris, which is often called as the city of romance and symbolised as 

the monumental city of love, has been the major target for the terrorist in Europe and thus, it has been 

reported that since the attacks, the tourism has had a significant decline in Paris because of locals 

being dissatisfied with the political situation prevailing in the country. In Paris, a series of attacks 

prevailed one after another where the extremists claiming to be belonging to Muslim organisations 

and movements stormed into Stade de France wearing suicide jackets and exploded themselves 

outside the country‟s national stadium for sports. This attack was planned when the German and 

French football teams were playing a friendly match which was attended by the president of France 

who was assumed to be the main target of the attackers. This led to decline of tourism in Paris 

following the November 2015 series of attacks carried out (Tarlow, 2006). As Paris is the city of 

romance, the exciting sightseeing in Paris such as the Louvre‟s Museum being the largest in the world 

and the love padlocks on Pont des Arts, a pedestrian bridge in Paris, that is one of the most exciting 

tourist destinations in Paris and since the attacks, the movements to remove the padlocks and love 

locks from Paris increased with the local public demanding the removal of these for stopping tourists 

from entering the country. 

Secondly regarding the implications to the economy, there are political and economic instability is 

prevalent in Paris attacks. This is because after the attacks the political instability increased in Paris 

because of the attacks causing panics in public places that posed a threat and raised question marks 

on the ability of government to control the law and order situation in the country. So, the government 

has a strong role to play in the political situation to cont rol within the country. Furthermore, the 

worsening law and order situation in the country halted the tourism in country with people being 

reluctant to travel to Paris for tourism purpose. In this stance, the president Francois Hollande played 
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an important role leading France through the crisis period out of the terror of attacks within the country 

and thus, stepped down by completing his tenure. Similarly, the economic implications for the country 

are also affected by the terrorist attacks. This is because of many sights in Paris and the tourist‟s 

destinations which generate a major part of revenue for France and thus, following the terrorist 

attacks, the situation in Paris was adversely affected because of major stream of revenue stopped 

from flowing in to the country. This is because tourists constrained themselves from travelling into 

Paris due to life threat posed by the attackers.Similar findings to this study were conducted by 

Aimable and Rossello (2009) regarding the September 11 attacks in America that adversely affected 

the economy of America. Furthermore, the study of Berrebi and Klor (2006) also showed similar 

findings in this regards. 

Psychological State of General Population and its Domination Resulting in Variation in 

Tourism 

The psychological state of the general population was next investigated with respect to impact of 

terrorism on the tourism with respect to Paris and Brussels attacks. The psychological state of the 

local residents in this context is majorly developed on hatred towards the people or their identity which 

has planned or carried out the attacks (Baker, 2014). The Paris and Brussels attack‟s responsibility 

was accepted by ISIS and Al Qaeda that created a negative image of Muslims and Islam in the minds 

of general public. From this, their perception was changed to hatred towards the Muslims and carrying 

out anti-Islamic movements across the cities in order to protest against Muslim foreigners coming into 

the country for tourism and other educational purpose. The racism increases on the public level with 

the general public victimising Muslims because of their identity and race that has led to the 

domination of national political culture in the country because the public have the power in the 

democratic states and same is the case in France and Belgium (David, 2014). The psychological 

state of the general public has sought hatred against the Muslims and other foreigners coming into 

the country and thus, the tourism which was a major source of revenue for Belgium and France has 

been adversely affected. The pressure from general public to stop Muslims from coming into 

European countries shows that general public in Europe dominates the national political culture that 

results in variation in tourism. Because of this, many Asians, Africans and Muslims have been 

reluctant to travel to European countries and Western world with the fear of being at risk and to be 

bullied by racists within the local public. Since then, the migration rate of Muslims to Paris and 

Brussels has been low because of terrorism events shaping the political climate of the country.  

It can also be determined that the psychological state of the residents in the country creates a 

negative image for the tourists coming in the country belonging to a certain community whether they 

are directly involved in terrorism or not. As after the attacks and Brussels, the Muslim organisations 

accepted the responsibility for carrying out the terrorist activities, the whole Muslim community was 

stereotyped to be extremists and belonging to terrorist organisations and thus, were hated and 

weren‟t allowed in the countries. This led to a significant decline in the tourism because of tourists 

going to other tourist locations in other countries thus, cutting down the revenues of Paris and 

Brussels significantly impacting the economy.The study of Horgan (2005) showed that psychological 
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impact of terrorism is extreme because most of the people have developed a negative sense 

regarding people travelling for tourism purpose. The findings are in line with this study.Ben‟s (2008) 

stated that notion of tranquillity and stability is achieved through psychological domination of people.  

Role of International Media in Supporting or Damaging the Tourism Industry in a Region 

The role of international media in the supporting or damaging the region which encompasses the 

tourism industry has been a major one because the influence of international media on the 

psychology of viewers is strong and excellent because the thing being portrayed by the media is to be 

believed truth by the viewers. The international media is a medium which has been viewed as an 

authentic and honest source of information having popularity all over the world. In this context, the 

respondents of the study opined that British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and Cable News 

Network (CNN) which are the two most well-known and popular international media names around 

the world and are believed to be true for the news they broadcast over the world and news from all 

over the world. In this context, according to the study conducted by Schroeder and Pennington-Gray 

(2015) it has been determined that when making tourist decisions, the viewer‟s tend to move towards 

social media and electronic media to look for the situation prevailing in the country and to investigate 

the current affairs of the country for making their decision regarding the tourist destination. The 

respondents further discussed that role of international media is the most important because they can 

either promote a tourism destination by showing the positive side of the country and upheaving its 

image in the eyes of the world. However on the contrary side, the international media can derail the 

image of a tourist region by showing the negatives and worse side of the region portraying it to the 

world so that a negative image is formed in the mind of touris ts. However, another perspective in this 

context is presented by Santana-Gallego, RossellÃ-Nadal and Fourie (2016), it has been determined 

that not only the international media but the country itself plays an important part in deteriorating the 

negative image in the eyes of tourists and building a positive image to rebuild or promote the tourism 

industry in specific region. 

Overall, the respondents opined that role of media in making or breaking the image of tourism 

industry within a specific region has been fuelled by the international media because the coverage of 

Paris and Brussels attacks that lead to the world wide coverage of these attacks showing the 

massacre and panicking situation of the country and thus, leaving a negative image for the tourists 

that intended to travel to these destinations.The study of Yick (2011) revealed that internationally 

famed regions like Spain and Egypt which have either continued to attract tourists in-spite of long era 

of terrorism and terrorist events or have struggled amid the negative publicity caused by terror. These 

findings from literature are in line with the study. 

 

Steps to be taken by Authorities for Minimising Negative Image of Paris Tourism 

The authorities after the Paris attacks have worked extensively into the matter of solving the crisis and 

taking Paris out of the problem of tourism industry. However, still there hinders a cloud of insecurity 

for tourists to visit tourism destinations with Paris. For this purpose, the participants of the study that 
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are interview respondents reported that the Government should take control of the tourism industry by 

promoting the tourism destinations through coverage of international media. Moreover, the authorities 

can implement new places or increase the security forces aligned within the country to ensure the 

safety of tourists. Furthermore, the respondents indicated that strict immigration process and security 

checking at airport for ensuring that the tourists arriving in Paris are safe and sound and they will be 

provided full proof security to the foreigners. It was also opined that Government‟s role in all of this is 

huge people of changing the psychology of general public and lessening the feeling of hatred towards 

different races and religions so that the political stability and the negative image of the country can be 

minimised while the economic stability can be achieved through inflow of revenue streams from 

Paris‟s tourism destinations. 

Overall, it can be observed from the respondent‟s responses that media, government  and the general 

public can be the authoritative entities to help reduce and minimise the negative image of Paris with 

respect to being a tourist destination.The study of Political Terrorism according to Kydd(2011) is any 

form of activity that is against the motives of Government or political authorities. Kydd (2011) with his 

case study illustration of Palestinian-Israel conflict found that governing authorities were almost 

always able to find opportunities to market their political initiatives by linking t heir motives with 

establishing peace after terrorism. 

 

Discussion 

The discussion of the study entails the findings of research along with the secondary data available 

from literature review for the purpose of triangulating the study with respect to previous researches for 

the purpose of fortification solidifying the findings. In this context, the findings of this study are 

discussed objective wise. 

Objective 1: To identify the risk perceptions related to terrorism which impact Northern Irish tourists 

with their decision making. 

The first objective of the study was to identify the risk perceptions related to terrorism which impact 

Northern Irish tourists with their decision making. This objective has been achieved through literature 

review in which it has been stated that risk perceptions and terrorism is mostly related to the religious 

perceptions and societal cults through which, terrorism is prevailed in the society and tends to haunt 

the society which in turn ultimately impacts the tourism industry. With respect to the current state of 

Northern Irish people, the problems exists with ideological conflicts, poor administration, and soft 

target that has been major problems with the North Ireland (Reichel, Fuchs and Uriely, 2007). The 

ideological base is with the Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA) as the militant organisation that 

tends to demand Ireland as a separate state from Europe and thus, cause series of attacks. The poor 

administration is due to certain institutions not fulfilling their responsibil ities due to which Ireland being 

regulated lightly. Moreover, the soft target is because it can easily be converted to military base as it 

tends to have fewer regulations. 
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Objective 2: To understand how these risk perceptions impact decision making of Northern Irish 

tourists. 

The second objective was to understand how these risk perceptions impact decision of Northern Irish 

tourists and has been achieved through review of literature. With the factors discussed above related 

to risk perceptions of Northern Irish people, it has been determined that their decision is mainly 

influenced through the these four factors which tends to determine the impact of people coming from 

all over the world to Northern Ireland for the purpose of tourism. Furthermore in this context, people 

tend to have negative image of Northern Ireland due to the military base fighting for independence of 

Ireland in the country and thus, a negative image for the country prevails among the world which is a 

major risk factor for the society. The study of McGovern (2016) has identified that these causes and 

the impact of these terrorism activities in Northern Irelands on the Northern Irish tourists in which the 

rate of people coming in for tourism has significantly declined.  

 

Objective 3: To understand the role of media in highlighting or diminishing terrorism related risk 

perceptions of Northern Irish tourists 

The third objective was to determine the role of media in highlighting or diminishing the terrorism risk 

related perception of North Irish tourists. It has been achieved through interviews study as the 

respondents opined that a major role has been played by international media in making or breaking a 

region‟s image with regards to tourism because the people tend to believe these news outlets and 

thus, make decisions regarding their tourism destinations based on news published and broadcasted. 

The study conducted by to Yick (2011) indicated that media plays a particularly important role in 

determining the condition of a country‟s tourism industry and is certainly responsible for promoting or 

discouraging the country‟s image. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Conclusions 

This study was aimed to study the impact of terrorism on Irish tourist with particular reference to Paris 

after the terrorist attacks in recent past. This study conducted primary and secondary research to 

achieve this aim. This study concludes that there is a significant impact of terrorist attacks on tourist‟s 

choice about destination. The study shows that majority of the Irish tourists realise that tourist 

destinations are branded through marketing and branding campaign and that there has been a 

negative impact of recent terrorism on Paris‟ brand as a tourism destination. Furthermore, majority of 

the tourists has had visited a destination which has been a target of terrorist attack. Thus tourists are 

well aware of the risk of a terrorist attack when they are travelling for tourism purposes. Thus that 

there are also other factors that affect decision making of Irish tourists. The study shows that majority 

of the tourists believe that once a tourists destination has been known as a target of terrorism, the 

perceived risk of re-occurrence of such an attack increases. However, majority of the tourists believe 
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that they are less likely to be a victim of terrorist attack in Paris, in contrast to perceived perception of 

risk.  

The study also concludes that perceived risk and tourists choices are connected. The number of 

tourists for a destination may change due to change in perceived risk of travelling. Although these 

results do not clearly indicate whether the number of tourists would increase or decrease yet they do 

confirm that there is an impact. The results also confirm that negative media coverage has significant 

impact on decision making. Thus, it is confirmed that tourists consult with news and other media to 

assess the situation of a destination. Since media coverage may also contain potential marketing and 

branding activities therefore it can also be opined that marketing also has impact on tourists‟ choices 

regarding destinations. Although the perceived risks as shown earlier may increase due to terrorist 

attack, yet people develop positive opinion about Paris which may be due to positive media coverage 

and marketing and branding campaigns. 

The study also concludes that tourists are likely to respond to positive marketing and branding 

activities and increase travel. Thus it can be inferred that positive portrayal can minimise perceived 

risk and fear of terrorism attack which discourage tourists to travel to a particular destination such as 

Paris. Although these results do not clearly show whether tourism will be enhanced or impaired, yet 

considering previous results which show that there is a positive opinion and that majority of the 

tourists believe that perceived risks is less than actual risk, therefore it can be suspected that tourism 

may increase. 

Recommendations 

The first and foremost strategy for Paris government is to increase security measures to recover 

tourists‟ confidence. Since perceived risk has significant impact on tourists‟ decision therefore security 

measures will decrease perceived risk.  

Furthermore, marketing and branding activities are also critical to increase tourism in a destination. 

This implies that tourism businesses in Paris must actively engage in media. The aim should be to 

counter the impact of negative media coverage and promote Paris as a safe and attractive tourism 

destination. Media involvement is critical to affect tourists‟ decision making process.  

In addition, it is also important for government to launch promotion campaign at international level in 

order to promote Paris. Security measures and other government actions to secure tourists should be 

promoted at international level to attract tourists.  

On the other hand, it is also important to strengthen businesses operating on tourism industry in Paris 

to counter the economic shocks of recent terrorist attacks. Government must collaborate with 

business community and provide support to strengthen. Collaborative efforts between government 

and business community is expected to be more efface in making Paris as one of the most desirable 

tourism destinations in the world.  
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Government aid may take several forms. For example, government may provide training for 

businesses to increase own security measures. Furthermore, government may also provide subsidies 

to businesses in marketing and branding campaigns. The aim should be to enhance positive opinion 

among tourist about Paris. The government must develop and launch specific action plan to counter 

terrorism in Paris and promote its results and effectiveness in international media.   

Finally, one of the critical competitive advantages in tourism industry is to enhance tourists‟ 

experience. The aim should be to maximise customer satisfaction in order to gain competitive 

advantage at global level. Quality of experience can be increased by focusing on various services at 

tourism spots. For example government can provide free Wifi access to tourists in theme parks, 

museums, etc.  

Finally this study recommends that Paris must also organise tourism and cultural events in order to 

show that security measures and government efforts are working positively and to regain confidence 

of tourists.   

Future Research Implications 

Future researchers have plenty of opportunities with respect to impact of terrorist attacks on tourism 

of a country. Since this study focused solely on Irish tourists and Paris as a tourist destination, 

therefore the results and conclusions are limited. Thus future researchers may endeavour to conduct 

similar studies by choosing other destinations. Furthermore, the sample size adopted in this study 

was relatively smaller and therefore future researchers may conduct studies using bigger sample size 

and enhance reliability and validity of the study. Furthermore, this study only focused on studying 

perceptions and opinions of tourists only and lacks opinions and experiences of other stakeholders 

particularly tourist businesses in Paris, government authorities of Paris, among others.   
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Personal Reflection 

Personal reflection enables a person to critically evaluate an event or experience with the aim to 

identify opportunities for personal and professional improvement. Personal reflection is considered to 

be an effective learning and development tool that enables a person to realise shortcomings and/or 

mistakes from past experience. This process leads to development of a set of strategies that enhance 

capabilities and competences (Knott and Scragg, 2016). Within this context, following discussion 

shows a critical reflection of entire dissertation process that I undertook.  

The topic of my dissertation was impact of terrorism on tourism in Paris. The main reason to choose 

this topic was that I am personally interested in tourism. Tourism is a great leisure activity that I think 

affects the life of a person. You get to meet new people and interact with different cultures and these 

events and memories last. Terrorism on the other hand, is also a significant phenomenon. It also 

affects entire life of a person. I know some people who were victims of terrorism and their lives and 

view about world changed after that event. I had always wanted to visit Paris and when I heard about 

terrorist attacks, it was a shock and I even reconsidered to visit Paris. Due to these two reasons I 

decided to study how terrorist attacks affect tourists‟ perception and decision to choose a destination.  

I believe that my rationale for the study is based on constructionism learning theory that was 

developed by jean Piaget. Constructionism states that learners must be actively involved in the 

acquisition of novel information by using background knowledge (Kolb, 2014). This study was 

motivated on the background knowledge of impact of tourism on economy and impact of terrorism on 

tourism. However, the novel aspect of this study is to add to existing knowledge by adding perceptive, 

experiences, and opinions of tourists. I realise that constructionism is a rigorous theory that enable 

learners like my-self to explore social phenomena with active involvement. Interaction with the people 

in focus group was an extremely interesting thing and it enhanced my own thinking about tourism in 

Paris. I think I would like to continue to using this model in future research endevours.       

Once I had decided to conduct dissertation on this topic and got approval, I started the secondary 

research process. The aim was to consult existing studies that have been conducted to study the 

impact of terrorist attacks. It was an interesting process because many of the studies clearly state that 

terrorism has had a negative impact on tourism. This makes sense. However, I realised that existing 

literature lacked to consult with tourists and include their opinions and experiences in Paris before or 

after terrorism events. Therefore I decided to directly connect with tourist and study their own 

perception about risk of being a terrorism victim during a tourism visit to Paris. Furthermore, I also 

found that existing literature also lack focusing on Irish tourists.  Thus, I decided to study perception of 

Irish tourists regarding terrorism within the context of Paris.  

Once secondary research was completed, the next step was to design the research methodology. 

The main academic research model used in this study is called the onion research model developed 

by Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill, (2009). This model enables researchers to analyse a research 

question and design research methodology with a step by step mechanism. Choosing research 
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methodology is critical for the execution and success of research piece and therefore having a 

rigorous model for research such as research onion is crucial for students.  

There were significant challenges in designing most appropriate methodology. Existing literature has 

used a number of data collection methods among which I think that questionnaire surveys and 

interviews are most commonly used. So I decided to follow these methods also. I started developing 

questionnaire. Initially I thought it would be easy but it became pretty difficult to decide which question 

will retrieve best data for my research study. It was started to becoming a trial and error process but I 

got help and realised that the best way to develop a questionnaire is to identify study variables and 

then develop questions specially related to those variables. Thus I identified that my dependent 

variable was tourism and independent variables were media, perceived risk, and terrorism. Then I 

developed some general questions about demographics of participants i.e. tourists and then three 

questions for each variable in my questionnaire.  

The next step was data collection. I had already decided that my target population was Irish tourists; 

therefore I needed to recruit them. I also realised that it is important to collect relevant information that 

participants of my study have information about Paris as well as Brussels attacks. Due to these 

inclusion criteria, sampling became relatively difficult as I had to recruit at least six people in my 

interviews who had knowledge about Paris and Brussel attacks and also have been tourist to Paris. I 

started contacting people through email addresses. I obtained email addresses from social media 

website and invited people to participate in my study. The interviews was a pretty good experience. 

My participants were extremely cooperative and entire process of data collection went through 

smoothly.       

The next step was data analyses. First I was confused about data analyses techniques because my 

aim was to use qualitative data analysis techniques but I also had quantitative data. Therefore I 

decided to conduct analyses using statistical techniques for quantitative data and thematic analyses 

for qualitative data. Statistical analyses were easier as compared to thematic analyses because I 

used SPSS. Thematic analysis was difficult because I had to identify themes and categories. The last 

step was to compile entire dissertation in accordance with university requirements format. Overall 

entire dissertation process went smoothly and without any significant challenge. I believe that I have 

learnt a lot about recruiting participants and I think that whenever I get a new opportunity for research 

I will be able to conduct reliable research. 
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Appendices 

Appendix-1: Charts depicting Impact of Brussels Attack 
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Questionnaire Survey 

1. What is your age? 

 18 to 24 

 25 to 34 

 35 to 44 

 45 to 54 

 55 or older 

 

2. What is your gender? 

 Female 

 Male 

 

3. What is your Occupation? 

 Self employed 

 Public Sector Employment 

 Private Sector Employment 

 Others 

 

4. How often do you travel outside of Ireland? 

 Once every year. 

 Once every few months 

 Once every month 

 

5. What is your general purpose of travel? 

 Business 

 Leisure/Adventure 

 Educational 

 

6. Have you travelled to Paris ever? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

7. Did you hear about Terrorist Attacks in Paris since November 2015? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

8. Have you visited Paris after any of the Terrorist attacks since 2015? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

9. Did you have any concerns about your security before your travels? 

 Yes 

 No. 

 

10.  Do you agree tourist destinations are branded? 

 Yes. 

 No. 

 Please justify. 

 

11.  Has the Brand image of Paris been affected since the terrorist attacks? 
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 Yes, the attacks have caused great security concerns. 

 No, the attacks have not changed much of the Brand name. 

 Not Sure. 

 Please justify you answer. 

Please rate your responses by  the value that you think is more appropriate: 

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Terrorism      

I have visited a destination that has been subject to 

terrorist activities in the past two years. 

     

Terrorist activities normally take place on such places 

which are crowded and attractive for tourism purposes.  

     

I hesitate in visiting a destination that is subject to terrorist 

activities in future. 

     

Perceived Risk      

I believe that Paris is at great risk in regards to facing 

terrorism in the near future. 

     

In believe that perceived risk of facing terrorism in Paris is 

higher than the actual risk. 

     

There is a strong connection between level of risk and 

number of tourists visiting a particular destination.  

     

Media      

I think that negative media coverage influences the travel 

decisions of tourists. 

     

The main reason for the split of risk into actual, real and 

perceived risk is the extensive media coverage on topics 

such as political violence and instability. 

     

Media has the power to enhance the image of a 

destination and increase the tourism in that particular 

destination.  

     

Tourism      

I think most people have a positive opinion about Paris      
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tourist destination 

Tourism of Paris can increase if media positively portrays 

the destination. 

     

The risk perception of tourists of Paris can significantly 

impair or enhance the tourism.  

     

 

Thank You  

 

 


